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1. INTRODUCTION 
Motivated by the work of Komiya [1] on the convexity on a topological space, Jo5 [2] introduced 
the notion of a pseudoconvex space, which is further studied by Jo6 and Kassay [3] and others in 
the context of minimax inequalities and their applic.ations. Horvath [4] replaced the usual concept 
of the convexity by the contractibility in generalizing some results on KKM mappings and fixed 
point and coincidence theorems. Bardaro and Ceppitelli [5] defined, based on the contractibility, 
tile notion of an H-space and related generalization of KKM mappings in that setting, and 
establ ished some intersection theorems and their applications to minimax inequalities. Recently, 
the author [6--8] has generalized the notion of an H-space to the case of a generalized H-space 
(G-H-space), and established some intersection theorems and minimax inequalities based on the 
related concepts of generalized KKM (G-KKM) and relative KKM (R-KKM) mappings. 
The aim of this paper is to present some intersection theorems involving relative KKM 
(R-KKM) mappings and then apply them to derive a minimax inequality theorem in G-H-spaces. 
The obtained results generalize a number of results in pseudoconvex and H-spaces to the case of 
G-H-spaces. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let X be a topological space, (X) denote the family of all nonempty finite subsets of X, and IXI 
the cardinality of X. Let A n denote a standard (n - 1) simplex {el, e2 . . . . .  en} of R n. 
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DEFINITION 2. l .  
following. 
(i) 
(See [2].) A triple (X, h, {p}) is said to be a pseudoconvex space if we have the 
X is a topological space and h is a corresponding convex hull operation [1] with h(0) -- 0, 
h({x}) = {x}, h(K) = n{h(A) : A ~ (K}}, and h(h(K)) = h(K) for x E X and K C X .  
(ii) p : A n --~ h(F) is a continuous function of A n onto h(F), where A n is a standard simplex 
of R n and F E (X). 
(iii) For each F E (X}, p is convex hull preserving in the sense that p(co({eit, ei2 . . . .  , e/k})) = 
h({xn,  x i2 , . . . ,  xik}) for each subsimplex {ei i ,  ei2, . . . ,  eik} C {el ,  e2, . . . ,  en} = An and 
{Zi l ,X i2 , . . . ,X ik  } C {Z l ,X2 , . . . ,Xn}  = F. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (See [6].) For a topological space X, a triple (X, H, {p}) is said to be a gener- 
alized H-space (G-H-space) if there is a mapping H : (X) --* P (X)  \ {0} such that the following 
assumptions hold. 
(i) For each F, G C (X), there exists an F1 C F such that F1 C G implies H(F1) C H(G). 
(ii) For F = {Xx, x2 , . . . ,  xn} E (X}, there exists a continuous function p : A n --* H(F )  such 
that for each {il, i2 , . . . ,  ik} C {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, we have 
p(co({eil, el2, . . . ,  eik })) C H({xi l ,  xi2,. .. , xik}). 
This extends the notion of a pseudoconvex space [2]. 
For a G-H-space (X, H, {p}), a subset D of X is said to be generalized H-convex (G-H-convex) 
if for each finite subset F of X, there is a subset F1 of F such that F1 C D implies H(F1) C D. 
A subset K of X is called finitely G-H-closed in X if K n H(A1) is closed in H(A1) for 
all AI C A E (X). 
A subset D of X is said to be compactly closed in X if D N L is closed in L for all compact 
subsets L of X. 
Note that for each K C X, one has the smallest G-H-convex subset of X containing K, namely, 
the generalized H-convex hull of K, defined as G-H-co(K) = A{B E X : B is a G-H-convex 
subset of X containing K}, and one has 
G-  H-  co(K) = U{G-  H-  co(F1): F1 C F e (K}}. 
Next, we extend the notion of a KKM selection introduced by Jo6 and Kassay [3] to the case 
of a G-H-space. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let (X, H, {p}) be a G-H-space and let M1, Ms , . . . ,  M,~ be subsets of X .  A sub- 
set {Xl, x2 , . . . ,  x,~} of X is said to be a generalized KKM(G-KKM) selection for M1,/l//2,..., M,~ 
if for any {i1, i2, . . .  , ik} C {1,2, . . .  ,n}, we have 
k 
j= l  
where the elements Xl , x2, . . . , xn are not necessarily distinct. 
The definition of the G-KKM selection extends the notion of the KKM selection introduced and 
studied by Joo' and Kassay [3] in a pseudo-convex space to the case of a G-H-space, and it does 
differ from the concept of the G-KKM mappings introduced by Chang and Ma [9] even when 
the G-H-convexity reduces to the usual one as the elements x l ,x2 , . . .  ,xn are not necessarily 
distinct, for example, if Xl -- x2 . . . . .  xn, we have 
5M #0. 
i=1 
n We note that the following property holds: Ai=l Mi ¢ !~ iff there exists a G-KKM selection 
for M1, M2, . . . ,  Mn, which contains one element. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. (See [8].) Let (X,H,{p}) be a G-H-space, {Xl,X2,...,Xn} E {X}, and 
Mr, M2 . . . .  , Mn subsets of X. The subset {xl, x2 , . . . ,  xn} is said to be an R-KKM selection 
for Mr,M2,. . .  ,M,~ if for {i1, i2, . . .  ,ik} C {1,2, . . .  ,n}, we have 
k 
p(co({e i l ,e i2 , . . . ,e ik}) )  C U MiJ' 
j= l  
where xl , x2, . . . , xn are not necessarily distinct and {eil, ei2,.. •, eik} is a subsimplex of {el, e2, 
. . ,  e~} ~ R ~. 
For p(co({e.a, ei2,..., e ik}) )= V - H - co({xfl, xi2 . . . .  , xik}) in Definition 2.4, we arrive, at 
the following. 
DEFINITION 2.5. A subset {xl ,x2, . . .  ,x~} of X is said to be an R-KKM type selection if 
k 
G - H - co({xil, x i2, . . . ,  xik}) C U Mij, 
j= l  
where xl , x2 , . . . ,  x,~ are not necessarily distinct. 
3. THE MAIN  RESULTS 
Next, we establish results ~on R-KKM selections on G-H-spaces. The following theorem ex- 
tends [3, Theorem 1.1] to the case of a G-H-space. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (X, H, {p}) be a G-H-space, (Mi)ieI be a family of compactly closed subsets 
of X, and I a nonempty set. Let H(F) be compact for all F E (X}. Suppose that the following 
assumptions hold. 
(a) For each finite subset {1,2, . . .  ,n} of I, the family (Mij) admits an R-KKM selection 
for j = 1,2 , . . . ,n .  
(b) There exists an index iO c I such that M~o is compact. 
Then N~eI M~ ~ 0. 
PROOF. It suffices to show that the family (Mi)ieI has the finite intersection property. Let {Xl, 
x2, . . .  ,xn} C (X} be an R-KKM selection for (Mg) for j = 1,2, . . .  ,n. Since there is no loss of 
generality, we may assume xl, x2 , . . . ,  Xn are distinct. Let us set Ej = p-I (M~j N H(F)) for j --- 
1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  where F = {xl ,x2, . . . ,xn}.  Then we need to show that co({ejl,ej2,.. . ,ejm}) C 
Uk~__l Ejk for ( j l , j 2 , . . .  , jm} C {1,2, . . .  ,n}. If z e co({ej l ,e j2, . . .  ,ejm}) , then p(z) E H({xjl ,  
xj2, . . .  ,xjm}) C H(F) for F~ = {Xjl,Xj2,... ,Xjm} C F. On the other hand, p(z) e Uk~=l M~k. 
It follows that there exists an index r (1 _< r < m) such that p(z) e Mijr. Thus, p(z) E 
(M~jr n H(F)), and as a result, z E p-l(Mij~ A H(F)) = Ej~. Since each M~j N H(F) is 
closed in H(F ) ,  it implies each Ej is closed in A n. Now by the classical KKM theorem, it follows 
n E n t, hat Nj=I j ~ O, so Nj=I Mj ¢ O, that is, the family (M~)iei has the finite intersection property. 
As a result, (Md~Mio)~eI is a family of compact subsets of X with the finite intersection property, 
and thus, r'lier Mi ¢ ~. 
The next theorem generalizes [3, Theorem 1.2] to the case of a G-H-space. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (Y, H, {p}) be a G-H-space and r : X --+ Y a mapping from a nonempty 
set X into Y. Suppose that H(F) = G - H - co(F) is compact for all F e (Y) and that (M~)iex 
is a family of subsets of Y such that the following assumptions hold. 
(i) There exists an index iO E X such that l~iio is compact. 
(ii) For each i E X, (Mi N H(F)) is closed in H(F) for all F c (Y}, that is, (Mi N H(F)) is 
compactly closed on H(F) for ali F c (Y}. 
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(iii) For each F E IYI, we have 
where XF = r -1 (H(F)) ,  which may be empty. 
(iv) For each finite subset J of X ,  we have 
p({ey : j E J}) C A Mj. 
j E J  
Then N iex  Mi ~ 0. 
PROOF. Let Hs(F) = {H(F) : F E (Y) and r(iO) E F}. Then we introduce the order relation on 
(Hs(F))ses as follows: for s, t e S, s < t i f f  Hs(F) C Ht(F). Let us set Xs = r - l (Hs (F ) )  for a 
fixed s E S. Then Xs is nonempty since i0 E Xs for each s E S. If we define E~ = (Mi N Hs(F)) 
for i E Xs. Then E~ is nonempty and compactly closed for all i E Xs; E~0 is compact; and for 
each J E (Xs), we have 
p({ej :  j E J}) C U E~. (1) 
j E J  
As of now, all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are clearly satisfied, except (1). For J E (Xs), it 
follows from (iv) that 
p({ej :  j E g}) C U My. 
j E J  
At the same time, applying the properties of H, we get 
H({r(j) : j E J}) C Hs. (2) 
Since (]I, H, {p}) is a G-H-space, it implies that 
p({ej : j E g}) C H({r( j )  : j E J}) c 'Hs.  (3) 
By an application of Theorem 3.1, Aiex~ E~ # 0. If we choose an element us E (Niex~ E~) for 
each s E S and set Ks = Us<t{ut}, then/ (s  c ~rio. For s~, s2 E S, there exists s3 E S such 
that Ks3 C (Ks1 N Ks2). Since Mi0 is compact (hence,/~s i compact), it implies Nses/(s  # 0. 
Assume an element x0 E Nses/(s.  Clearly, Ks C Niex~ Mi. Choose an index so E S such that 
Xo E//so, choose arbitrarily i E X and So _< s such that r(i) E Hs. Then by (iii), we arrive at 
Thus, x0 E Mi, and this completes the proof. 
Finally, we derive, based on Theorem 3.2, a minimax inequality theorem in a G-H-space setting. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (X, H1, {Pl}) and (Y, H2, {P2}) be G-H-spaces with H2(A) = G-H2-co(A)  
compact for each A E (Y}. Let f,  g : X × Y ---* R be functions uch that f < g on X x Y,  r : X --~ Y 
a function and s := supg(x, r(x)) for all x E X .  Suppose that the following assumptions hold. 
(i) For each Xo E (X), H2({r(x) :x  E Xo}) C r(Hl(Xo)).  
(ii) y -~ f (x ,  y) is lower semicontinuous on H2(A) for all A E (Y). 
(iii) g is G-Hl-quasiconcave in its first variable, that is, the set M = {x E X : g(x, y) > c} is 
G-Hi-convex for all y E Y and c E R. 
(iv) For each ]Io E (Y) and for each net y~ E Y converging to y E H2(Yo), we have f (x ,  Ya) <- s 
for each x E Xo implies f (x ,y )  ~ s [or x E Xo, where Xo = r- l(H2(Yo)).  
(v) There exists a dosed, compact subset DofY  and an element xo of X such that f(xo, y) > s 
for all y E Y \ D. 
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Then there  exists an element Yo E Y N D such that  f (x ,  Yo) <_ s for all x E X .  In particular, we 
have 
inf sup f (x ,y )  < sup g(x , r (x) ) .  
yEY xEX xEX 
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